I. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a COO four-dimensional real differentiable manifold or a four-dimensional complex analytic differentiable manifold endowed with a Coo real or holomorphic, respectively, metric g. Then (M,g ) is said to be a two-sided conformally recurrent Riemannian manifold if there exist spinors r AB and r AB such that
and, moreover, ''f #0" means ''fis nowhere vanishing.") If (M,g) is a space-time of Einsteinian general relativity, i.e., a four-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric g of the Lorentzian signature, then our definition contains the complex recurrent spaces defined by McLenaghan and Leroy. 1 The cited authors have found and analyzed in detail all two-sided conformally recurrent Riemannian manifolds with Lorentzian metrics. It is worth pointing out that the space-times of pp waves are two-sided conform ally recurrent Riemannian manifolds. [1] [2] [3] [4] The purpose of our paper is to examine all two-sided conformally recurrent Riemannian manifolds. It may seem to be an "academic problem" only. But it is not so because of great interest in the complex relativity and gravitational instantons; and, as will be shown, there are some essentially new solutions of the type N ® [ -] that define the complex (or ultrahyperbolic) space-times. The formalism we use is the spinorial one, which seems to be the most convenient for our purpose. The spinorial formalism for all four-dimensional real or complex Riemannian manifolds has been amply described in Refs. 5 and 6. Here we will only outline the basic facts.
L (ICABCDI +
The four-dimensional Riemannian manifolds can be classified according to the scheme a) On leave of absence from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland. ---): ER, where HR, UR, or ER stand for "hyperbolic relativity," "ultrahyperbolic relativity," or "Euclidean relativity," respectively. In all cases we postulate the metric in the form of g = -!gAB ® gAB, A = 1,2, iJ = i,2"
(1.2) s where gAB are one-forms constituting the components of the canonical spinor-valued one-form on M. Spinorial indices are to be manipulated according to the scheme "'1=",2, "'2= _",1; "'i =",i, "'i = _",i.
( 1.3 )
The one-forms gAB in CR are holomorphic; in RR (in general) they are complex valued and additionally endowed with the following properties under complex conjugation: HR: gAB = gBA or gAB = _ gBA, resp., UR: gAB = gAB ,
0.4)
ER: gAB = -gAB or gAB = gAB' resp.
Components of contravariant spinors of the first rank are subject to the transformations constitute a basis for self-dual and anti-self-dual, respectively, two-forms C ABCD = C(ABCD) and C ABCD = C(ABCD) are the Weyl spinors; R is the curvature scalar; and C ABCD = C(AB)CD = CAB(CD) is the spinor image of the traceless Ricci tensor.
These objects have the following properties with respect to the complex conjugation:
CR: CABCD,CABCD,CABCD,R complex;
UR: CABCD,CABCD,CABCD,R real;
(1.11)
One then introduces the "spinorial gradient V AB" as acting on spinors via
( 1.12) With the help of this operation we can express the Bianchi identities DRA B = ° = DR A B in the form of 13) and the Ricci identities for one-index spinors in the form of
(1.14 )
(1.15)
Knowing (1.14) and (1.15) one can easily find the Ricci identities for any spinor I{Ik" B' . " applying (1.14) and (1.15) to each index in the additive manner. The above-presented basic facts of the spinorial formalism are essential for our further considerations.
In Sec. II we find the Petrov-Penrose types of two-sided conformally recurrent four-dimensional Riemannian manifolds.
In Sec. III we consider the types D ® D and N ® N. In Sec. IV we present the integration of the type N® [-] .
II. THE PETROV-PENROSE CLASSIFICATION OF TWO-SIDED CONFORMALL Y RECURRENT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
We assume that the four-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M,g) is two-sided conformally recurrent and in the condition (1.1 c) we assume, for definiteness,
Acting with !V E (P V 1E1Q ) on C ABCD , employing (1.1a) and the first of Eqs. (1.14), one obtains
Similarly, acting with !V(P EV Q)E on C ABCD , using (1.1a) and the second of Eqs. (1.14), one has
Define the one-form r: = -~rABgAB.
Then we have dr= !«(i)ABS AB
From (2.5) it follows that
We now intend to prove that (i)PQ = 0. 
(2.14 )
From (2.13) and (2.14) it follows that Hence the invariant a: 
Cases (2.1Sa) and (2.1Sb) have been analyzed in detail for HR in Ref. 1 with the use of the bivector formalism.
The results can be easily generalized on all possible fourdimensional Riemannian manifolds and we consider this problem in the next section using the spinorial formalism. Then we find all N ® [ -] two-sided conformally recurrent spaces.
Up to now we have not succeeded in integrating the type D ® [ -] . It seems to be a rather hard problem. The work on it is underway.
III. THE INTEGRATION OF TYPES oeD AND NeN
We intend to integrate types D®D and N®N for the case of CR and then find the corresponding RR cases taking suitable real slices. A. The type De 0 From (2.12) and its dotted version it follows that
One then easily finds that, as a consequence of (1.1a), (l.1b), and (2.1Sa),
Now as from (2.1Sa) onehasR #O,dr = 0 = dr,andformulas (2.2) and (2.6) with their dotted versions give
Simple analysis of (3.4) leads to the formula
where P is some scalar. Using the freedom of the SL(2;C) X SL(2;C) gauges we can always choose the spinorial frame so that
From (3.3) with (3.6) one easily infers that in the present gauge r ll = 0 = r 22 , r 12 #o, r ii = 0 = r h , r ii #0.
( 3.7) (r 12 and r ii must be nontrivial because RAB and RAB are nontrivial. ) Assuming (3.7), the first structure equations (1.6) reduce to
The second structure equations ( 1. S) now reduce to the only effective conditions
(3.9)
The structure (3.S) and (3.9) is now easily integrable.
As gAB /\ dgAB = 0 (no summation over A and B), there exist local coordinates (1], fJ,s,t) and the functions A, A, B, 
The consistence of these relations requires Without any loss of generality we can set AB = '11-1 <1>-1 =AB in (3.10). Then from (3.11) and (3.9)
We now can give a plausible geometric interpretation of the results obtained. All two-sided conformally recurrent four-dimensional Riemannian manifolds of the type D ® D are just the Cartesian product of two two-dimensional Riemannian manifolds g=gl +g2'
with the curvature scalars
respectively. Therefore (3.15) just says
Now according to Ruse 9 we define a recurrent n-dimensional Riemannian manifold to be one that is nonflat and for which there exists a vector field r a' such that the covariant differential of the curvature tensor R af3rli satisfies the condition ( 3.19) If, in particular, r£ = 0, the Riemannian manifold is symmetric. It can be shown that (3.19) is equivalent to the following relations:
where C af3rli and C af3 are the Weyl tensor and the traceless Ricci tensor, respectively. Therefore, every conformally nonflat recurrent Riemannian manifold is also conform ally recurrent, 10 i.e., (3.21) and every symmetric Riemannian manifold is conformally symmetric, II i.e., C af3rli ;£ = 0.
In the case of n = 4 we can state that every recurrent space with C af3rli #0 is two-sided conformally recurrent. 
It is worthwhile to notice that according to (3.5) the spinor C ABcb , which enters as the source into the Einstein equations, has an algebraic structure compatible with the structure of the source of the nonlinear electrodynamics of BomInfeld type. 12 The consequences of this observation will be examined elsewhere.
In the special case R = const ::::::? P = const, the metric (3.14) is commonly interpreted as the Bertotti-Robinson solution 13 ,14 with the cosmological constant A. #0.
The same case can be, however, reinterpreted as some solution to the Einstein and Bom-Infeld equations with the electromagnetic field covariantly constant.
B. The type Ne N
In this case we have Consequently, the null vector field kl' = gAiJl'kA kiJ appears to be recurrent, i.e., (3.26) where v, u, z, and z are local coordinates, C = C (v,u,z,z) , v,z,z) are arbitrary holomorphic functions. The one-forms ltB defining the metric (3.26) according to (1.2) can be taken in the form
g2i= -{ldv, g2i={lq-l(dz+pdv). (3.27)
Then from the first and second Cartan structure equations ( 1.6 )-( 1.10) with ltB given by (3.27) we obtain 2105 r ll = 0,
-2p2(ln q),zz; R = 12C 1122 , I(v,z,z),andm(v,z,z) 
C 12ii =q{Hc. 1l +F-F+ (lnq).v],z -p(lnq),u}'
C 22ii = 0, C22ii = q~H C,Il + F -F + (In q),u ].z -p(ln q),C22ii = p{[F -F + (In q).v ].z -2p(ln q).u} + [p(F + F> -PP.% -iC. z ].z -2q{q-1 [p(F + FJ -PP.z -iC. z ] }.z + q[C. IlIlZ = ° = C. IlUZ ' Hence C = -ek 2(V)U 2 + I(v,z,z)u + m(v,z,z),
Zl--+Z, Zl--+Z, u--.v, Ul--+U + a (v,z,z),
one obtains that
I=!(p,z +p,z) -e(1 +eZZ)-I(Zp+Zp).
(3.39) (3.40) (3.41 )
Finally, the general metric of a two-sided conformally recurrent four-dimensional complex Riemannian manifold of type N ® N is of the form
where E = -1,0, v,z) and p = p (v,z) 
[C iiii can be found from (3.43) by the replacements Zl---+Z, Zl---+Z, and p---+p.] Assuming that (3.45 ) one can bring the metric (3.42) to the form 
IV. THE INTEGRATION OF THE TYPE N4D[ -]
Two-sided conformally recurrent Riemannian manifolds of the type N ® [ -] 
, it is clear that we can adopt the SL(2;C) gauge in a specific manner so that (4.6) Using then the multiplicative ambiguity in the definition of the recurrent undotted spinor field (4.3) we set k A : = L -lk~, reducing (4.6) to kAgAB = dqB. Then from (4.3) one has
( 4.8)
In the next step we use the freedom of the SL(2;C) gauge, choosing it so that
(4.9) From (4.7) and (4.9) one finds
( 4.10) Consequently,
and thus we have a null string defined by S 22 that is a simple, self-dual, and closed two-form. and therefore there exist functions pB and Q ,B C such that ( 4.17)
{r/,pB} constitutes a chart for the studied structure. Now decomposing Q' AB according to (4.19) one easily finds that
Therefore, without any loss of generality we can put Q = 0 in (4.19); thus Q'AB =QAB =Q(AB) ' Gathering this all together, we have arrived at the conclusion that if a complex four-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M,g ) admits a recurrent undotted spinor field k 'A then one can choose a function L and the SL(2;C) XSL(2;C) gauge in such a manner that L -lk'A = :kA
A and the tetrad is of the form
for some chart {r/,pB}, where QAB = Q(AB) are functions of the variables r/ and pB. Moreover, in this gauge rJl=o and r 12 = -s, (4.22) where s is the recurrence one-form defined by (4.8). The first condition of (4.22) means exactly that the null string defined by S 22 = g'li 1\ g'li = 2 dqi 1\ dqi is nonexpanding. The metric g of the manifold considered is given by (4.20).
[Notice that all these facts hold true in the case ofUR with the only difference being that one takes the SL 
where - Thus we arrive at the following formulas for QAB : ( 4.58)
The expressions for C 2222 are involved and we do not give them here. But it is evident that in general C 2222 does not vanish. In summary, we have found all two-sided conformally recurrent four-dimensional Riemannian manifolds of the type N ® [ -] . In the case of CR the coordinates ~ and pB are complex and all functions considered are holomorphic; in the case ofUR, ~ and pB are real and all functions are real. 
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